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Joe Blundell was born in England and emigrated to Australia in 2008. Often spending his school holidays and weekends sitting on the pavement painting houses and trees in 
his neighbourhood he took on his first commission at 12. That Joe is still painting trees in front of buildings should be no surprise. It’s been a lifelong obsession and with an architect 
father, perhaps in his DNA. 

The Japanese have a specific word for light filtering through trees – komorebi. It has no real equivalent in the English language, but it has an almost spiritual quality believed to 
calm the mood. 

This series of paintings is concerned with evoking komorebi in quite a deliberate fashion. The work studies the interplay of light between a man made building façade and trees and 
brings out a lifetime of observation of the subject.  

There is no intention to make a botanically accurate tree nor an architecturally defined façade, rather to have sufficient plausibility in both to provoke a dance of light. By reducing 
the architectural element to a simple form Joe avoids referencing any specific location, which allows us to recall our own familiar experiences of komorebi. 

The series also explores the different light effects and atmosphere created in different seasons and times of day typically using the same façade motif but different trees. 

In executing the work, Joe often designs and makes models of imaginary facades and then combines these with studies of plane trees made from life. The result is a staged drama, 
a painterly manifestation of komoerbi which has an imaginary quality to it that lodges in ones memory. 
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The Defiance Award is an annual award selected from all of the entries to the Paddington Art Prize. Each year Defiance Gallery selects two unrepresented artists to have a

joint exhibition at Defiance Gallery. For the two winners of the 2021 Award, the recipients received an invitation to SKYE, an artist’s residency in the Upper Hunter Valley Region,
courtesy of Nigel Stewart. Pamela and Joe also received $2500 from the Nock Art Foundation in support of their exhibition. The award was also generously supported by Pigment
Lab and Artist Profile.

The award highlights Defiance Gallery’s passion for building and supporting artists careers and its commitment to challenging and guiding artists. The previous award winners have
had fantastic experiences on residency and have all had successful exhibitions with Defiance Gallery.



Summer, Late Morning, oil on linen, 102 x 122 cm, $7,000 



Summer Morning, oil on Belgian jute, 137 x 168 cm, $12,000



Summer Afternoon, oil on Belgian jute, 137 x 168 cm, $12,000



Autumn Morning, oil on Belgian jute, 137 x 168 cm, $12,000 



Autumn Morning, Study, oil on linen, 56 x 68 cm, $2,600



Summer Afternoon, Three Windows Study, oil on linen, 56 x 78 cm, $2,600



Summer Afternoon, balcony study, oil on linen, 56 x 78 cm, $2,600



Autumn Afternoon, oil on linen, 102 x 122 cm, $7,000



Autumn Early Evening, oil on linen, 102 x 122 cm, $7,000



After Rain, Bank of the Allyn River, oil on Belgian jute, 82 x 92 cm, $4,000



She Oaks by the Allyn, oil on Belgian jute, 92 x 77 cm, $4,000



For sales enquiries please contact 

kaya@defiancegallery.com | dallas@defiancegallery.com

02 9557 8483
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Follow us on instagram for current news, images and exhibitions @ defiancegallery


